BRAVO Tactics

Behaviour Risk Assessment and Verification Operations & Tactics
What is BRAVO?

BRAVO provides a tactical option

- It forms part of 'Griffin on the Go' tactics.
- It provides intelligence opportunity
- It focuses on a customer service approach
- It enhances security
- It forms part of your security culture
- It provides community engagement
- It has shaped and informed the counter terrorism community.
- It will detect, deter, protect, pursue and prevent opportunity
Identify behaviour and anticipate security threats

Investigate use questioning techniques and information to risk assess and verify any concerns present

TRIED AND TESTED TACTICS
1 or 3 Day course

**1 Day**
1 Day Behaviour awareness course aimed at security personnel, CCTV operators and any staff who are public facing.

**3 Day**
3 Day practitioners course enhancing skills already possessed by security personnel to enable tactical deployment - Designed for police and security teams.
INTERPORTPOLICE working to provide you with best practises

E: info@interportpolice.org